Nov 12 2021

Carolina Science Symposium

Submission Deadline Oct 29th

Overview
A joint symposium between the Materials Research Society, ASM International and American Vacuum Society. Topics in materials science, processing, nanotechnology, characterization and biomaterials will be presented by invited and student contributors.

Invited speakers:

Industrial-Scale Nanofabrication
Nichole Cates & Lauren Micklow
(Smart Materials Solutions)

Dynamic CT Imaging
Luke Hunter (TESCAN)

Textiles Characterization
Jesse Jur (NCSU)

Registration
$10 .... Students
$20 ........ Professionals
If you plan to attend, you must register at https://go.ncsu.edu/css2021

Location
McKimmon Center
NC State University
1101 Gorman St.
Raleigh, NC 27606
at the corner of Gorman St. and Western Blvd.

Program
Morning and afternoon oral sessions with invited speakers and student talks along with vendor displays.

Questions
Fred Stevie
fred_stevie@ncsu.edu
Roberto Garcia
rgarcia@ncsu.edu

Over $2000 in prizes will be awarded

Oral Sessions
Space for 4 student oral presentations of 15min each

Student Poster
Space for 32 student posters to be judged. Poster size no more than 48 in by 36 in. Register online and submit electronically in advance to help with judging.

Vendors
Tabletop displays available. Video presentations up to 5min long will be shown during session breaks.

AVS Short Course
Overview of Semiconductor Manufacturing
By Bridget Rogers
Thursday Nov 11